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Yangon, 31 August 2020 

  

One Month of 2G shows shutdown continues and 

undermines Covid-19 crisis response.  
 

The damaging internet shutdown in Rakhine and Chin States continues in practice because a 

slow and insecure 2G connection
1
 does not provide the necessary connectivity of 3G or 4G. We 

urge the Myanmar government to restore 3G and 4G and refrain from imposing further 

network disruptions. 

 

The internet shutdown has achieved a record of being the longest in the world
2
 and still remains so 

with a 2G restricted connection. 2G has no technical capacity to allow access to public services, 

voting information, or political party campaigns. The impact on voters in the eight townships, 

including candidates for the upcoming elections, undermines the likelihood of a fair and transparent 

election process.  

 

Internet connectivity plays a significant role in access to information and information verification. It 

enables the public to be informed about the State and election processes. If the internet is effectively 

unusable, this restricts the rights to freedom of expression
3
, privacy, association, and assembly online. 

Internet disruptions have put civilians into a digital vacuum because social media and news websites 

are technically restricted. The measure is inherently disproportionate and incompatible with human 

rights. 

 

Myanmar society is becoming dependent on digital services, and with the ongoing COVID-19 

restrictions we have seen how people and businesses have relied increasingly on being able to 

communicate, consume vital information and conduct business online. People living in areas affected 

by the shutdown need to be able to do those things just like people anywhere else in Myanmar, but 

due to the unavailability of quality internet service, affected communities are at risk of being hit 

particularly hard by the economic impact of COVID-19, and of being cut off from important 

information flows. 

 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the population of the affected area remain without proper access to 

the internet, which has a negative impact on their health
4
  and security. Internet shutdown has 

exacerbated the impacts of conflict and the COVID-19 lockdown in the northern and central Rakhine 

State. Local residents need access to the internet to obtain help, emergency services, and humanitarian 

aid, and to facilitate contact between displaced families. 

 

 

 

                                                
1
 https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/2G 

2
 https://www.myanmar-responsiblebusiness.org/news/end-the-worlds-longest-internet-shutdown.html 

3
 https://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrc/docs/GC34.pdf 

4
 https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25729&LangID=E 

https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/2G
https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/2G
https://www.myanmar-responsiblebusiness.org/news/end-the-worlds-longest-internet-shutdown.html
https://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrc/docs/GC34.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25729&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25729&LangID=E
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2G service is no longer a priority for Myanmar telecommunication companies, 2G ( known as 

"EDGE" or "GPRS") is often not available for connection by smartphones. The download speed and 

service quality is insufficient to load/stream websites and social media, let alone video or audio 

content. 

 

According to Phandeeyar research we learned from people living in affected areas that, with 2G they 

are not even able to send and receive emails and thus have to resort to sending letters in physical 

form, on buses, and through other offline means. This is often not feasible, and is clearly not 

acceptable in a country where high-speed 3G or 4G internet has become more widely available than 

running water. 

 

Internet users in Myanmar require 3G and 4G internet connectivity to take advantage of the 

development of e-commerce and e-government.  Without this, they do not have access to mobile 

money services which are vital for SMEs, or to SIM Card registration. Those who use the internet to 

seek work or access education also need 3G or 4G.  

 

These restrictions and disruptions all undermine Myanmar’s potential to achieve the Sustainable 

Development Goals, particularly, education, health, employment, access to information, and 

communication technologies. 

 

We draw the Myanmar government’s attention to United Nations General Comment 34 which clearly 

states that “generic bans on the operation of [electronic information dissemination] systems are not 

compatible [with international law on freedom of expression]”.
5
  We also raise attention to UN  

Human Rights Council Resolution 2016 (A/HRC/RES/32/13)  on the promotion, protection, and 

enjoyment of human rights on the Internet, which was adopted by consensus and unequivocally 

condemns measures to intentionally prevent or disrupt access to or dissemination of information 

online in violation of international human rights law.  

 

We call on the Myanmar Union Government to lift the restriction on the speed of the internet and 

restore 3G and 4G throughout Rakhine and Chin States.  

 We also continue to call on the government to: 

● Review Articles 77 and 78 and other Articles of the 2013 Telecommunication Law, and 

amend them to be in line with human rights standards
6
, 

● Work in collaboration with the various internet service providers operating in Myanmar that 

everyone has access quality, secure, free, and open internet,    

 

 

                                                
5
 Para. 43 is referring to interpretations of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which is one of the three key 

international laws most relevant to human rights. 
6
 Para 4.c United Nation Joint Declaration on freedom of expression and responses to conflict situations. 2015   

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=15921&LangID=E 

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=15921&LangID=E
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● Refrain from restricting internet access and bandwidth restrictions in the future, either in these 

currently affected areas or elsewhere in Myanmar, including in other conflict areas, and 

during elections and election campaigns. 

 

 

Signed by,  

 

MDRF GROUP: FEM, MCRB, MIDO, Phandeeyar 

To contact: 

Daw Chit Hnin Yu, Free Expression Myanmar (FEM), yu@freeExpressionMyanmar.org, 

+959450334457   

Svetlana Zens Myanmar Centre for Responsible Business (MCRB) svetlana.zens@myanmar-

responsiblebusiness.org,+959775609528  

Htaike Htaike Aung, MIDO, htaike@mido.ngo, +95943025529  

Wai Phyo Myint, Phandeeyar, waiphyo@phandeeyar.org, +959795333831 

 

List of signatures support RESTORE 3G and 4G! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://forms.gle/9mAwUKY1v1gKNrPL6
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                                            -                                               

                                                                ”                        

         (Phandeeyar) 

           -  

                      yu@freeExpressionMyanmar.org   + 5  50    57   

    la a Z  s         svetlana.zens@myanmar-responsiblebusiness.org  + 5 77560 5 8  

                         h aik @ id .     + 5   0 55    

              Pha d  ya    waiphyo@phandeeyar.org   +959795333831 
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